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Something you’d like to share? 

Rachel Ellaway, CAME Voice Editor – rellaway@gmail.com 

 

Despite being the second largest country in the world we have just 17 medical schools across our 

vast nation. As a result, despite Canadian medical educators being a pretty collegial bunch, it can 

be hard to know what’s going on in medical education in Canada. The CAME Voice was launched 

in the Fall of 2014 as a way of sharing ideas, providing news and updates, and generally 

providing a means for Canadian medical educators to interact, collaborate, and challenge each 

other. We have published more than 70 Voice articles since we started, covering a wide range of 

topics of interest to the Canadian medical education community. 

Articles have included reviews, descriptions of new initiatives and resources, op-ed pieces, and 

announcements and news. Articles can be submitted in French or English as we publish 

simultaneously in French and English via the CAME membership lists and via the CAME website. 

The house style is CBC conversational and we ask for articles roughly 350-400 words in length, 

preferably with links to further readings or resources. The Voice Editor reviews each submission, 

often reformatting to match the house style, but we only publish a version all parties can agree 

on.  

We are always looking for new articles and contributors for this weekly Canadian medical 

education community blog. Whether you have resources or ideas to share, whether you have a 

new thing you’d like to tell everyone about or even if you have an old thing that you think folks 

would benefit from being reminded of, please write it up for us at the Voice. We publish 

September to June each year and we are therefore looking for a few more before we end this 

academic year and we urge you to submit new pieces for when we start again in September. 

Contact Rachel Ellaway: rachel.ellaway@ucalgary.ca 

In English: www.came-acem.ca/pubs_CAME-VOICE-VOIX_en.php 

En Français: www.came-acem.ca/pubs_CAME-VOICE-VOIX_fr.php 


